Here's why. We haven't raised the price of the Titleist golf ball. And the reasons are simple. For one thing the golf ball is the highest turn-over item in the pro shop. We didn't want to hurt that turn-over by pricing it higher. And if we'd raised our price, a golfer might have been tempted to save money on a pair of cheap shoes. Or maybe on a set of not so great clubs.

It's the golf ball that builds traffic in the pro shop. We don't want the golf ball to be what builds traffic in the downtown stores. Because we're in this together. In the pro shop. And only in the pro shop. And that's where we want to keep the golfers.

ACUSHNET SALES COMPANY
Sold thru golf course pro shops only
For more information circle number 140 on card
The only work car as good as our golf car...Harley-Davidson.

And you know how good that is. You see more and more Harley-Davidson golf cars on America's top courses. We build Utilicars with the same care, the same idea that only "perfect" will do. The same way we've been putting power on wheels for over 67 years. That's why they're such hard-working, long-lasting cars. So economical to own and operate. And why they're so widely accepted for industrial uses. Choose from six body styles, cabs and other options to match your jobs. Choose gasoline power with simple, reliable automatic transmission plus instant ignition starting that ends wasteful idling. Get a demonstration today from your Harley-Davidson dealer... the place to go for fast, dependable service, too. And be sure to look closely at our brand new high strength industrial bumper (not shown). It's tough. Or write: Manager, Commercial Car Division, AMF | HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3700 West Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.

For more information circle number 172 on card
18 years and millions of spikes later...at East Lake C.C., Atlanta.

N282 spikeproof Wilton carpet ...still fresh-looking, unscarred.

This unretouched photo, taken 18 years after installation, is the most convincing salesman possible. N282's specifications are the same today! This famous carpet is performing just as perfectly in busy spike shoe areas all over. Jacquard Wilton custom woven in your colors with club emblem, initials or special patterns. Or select from our extensive library of country club designs, also in your colors. Maintenance is simple...the tight weave keeps dirt and caked mud on top. Available even in limited yardage orders.

SEND COUPON FOR FREE CARPET SAMPLE AND LIST OF CLUBS USING IT

Philadelphia Carpet Co.
Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Please send free sample of N282 spikeproof carpet and brochure listing clubs where it is installed.

Name__________________________
Club___________________________
Address________________________
City_________________ State______ Zip_____

PHILADELPHIA Carpet Company

Since 1846, the quality of elegance underfoot

Weaving Division: Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
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Designed by Ellen Bernstein
Twenty years ago Westcoaster pioneered electric golf cart development.

Now meet the son of the pioneers.

The Westcoaster S-71 has been tailor-made to surpass course operators’ most stringent requirements for safe, economical, maintenance free and profitable operation. Its dramatic low profile and lightweight fiberglass body put the center of gravity where it belongs—low. The same low profile means only a 6-inch lift to set heavy and cumbersome golf bags securely within their carrying well. Standard automotive type steering and 4-wheel stability allow the powerful, direct drive motor to carry your customers in sure-footed comfort all day. And quietly, too. The hypoid drive virtually eliminates drive train noise while reducing costly wear.

Special features that you would pay more for on other vehicles are standard on the Westcoaster S-71. Like individually adjustable vinyl seats, with our exclusive full-width storage pocket on the back; our built-in refreshment holders; our large, molded storage well for accessories; and our carefully designed instrument panel that allows instant, fingertip access to the controls. Optional—a rakish, vacuum-formed plastic canopy.

Sound like a profit maker? You know it. Write for our 8-page brochure—we’ll have it in your hands almost as soon as we can put a fleet of S-71’s on your course.

Westcoaster
Subsidiary of Otis Elevator Company
P.O. Box 8000, Stockton, Calif. 95204 • (209) 948-2751
Performance Power that is! The versatility afforded by the Bantam 8 Hydro-seeder and attachments gives you water where you need it most, and permits use in a variety of tasks from seeding . . . fertilizing . . . irrigation . . . to application of limestone.

**ATTACHMENTS**

**Extension Hose**
allows access to those “hard to get at” areas.

**Remote Valve**
permits control of flow at the end of the extension hose . . . eliminates the need for a man on the unit.

**Irrigation Attachment**
for spot and temporary irrigation.
A TOTALLY NEW IDEA IN BAG TAGS
...Your custom club design in full color in metal and featuring a unique personalizing system.

These all-metal Bag Tags are designed for Tournament as well as Professional Bag Storage use. Set in a sparkling gold embossed ring, your custom club crest or message is locked into the metal by the Nelson ANOLITE Process for a lifetime of beauty and use.

A new exclusive Nelson development in Bag Tag Identification lets you add player’s name and other data instantly. Special processed pad areas on the reverse side produce a sub-surface marking that cannot rub or wash off. Your markings are the equivalent of engraving. Simply write or print the information needed with a specially inked indelible pen provided. Eliminates slow, costly labels and tapes.

Two Bag Tag sizes available: 3"- and 2½¼"-diameter. The smaller diameter also available with key chain attachment. Write for prices and delivery today.

Letters

The real issue?

In the April issue of GOLFDOM ("What’s Behind Nader’s Attack on Golf?" p. 53) you printed an editorial concerning my letter to Governor Mandel of Maryland about preferential assessment of country clubs. Your statements indicate a lack of awareness of the real issue involved in that letter and in the report prepared by Michael Kinsley.

The editorial stated that the real question is one of the wisdom of the use of preferential assessment to maintain green spaces. This is clearly not the issue at hand. The real issue raised by the preferential assessment law is who should be paying the $25 to $45 per member subsidy of these clubs. Should this cost be borne by the wealthy members or should it be borne by the average middle-income homeowners who could not become members even if they wanted to?

The issue of green spaces raised by your editorial and by Lt. Governor Blair Lee is also a false issue. Clearly, green space legislation is desirable. But the issue here is, given the country club’s present location, should membership dues be raised or should the public subsidize the clubs? The answer is obvious. Members of these clubs would in most cases be more than able to pay an additional $25 to $45 in membership fees. These clubs would be forced to sell only if their membership were unwilling to pay the increased dues, thus making the operation of the club uneconomical. Almost all of the clubs referred to in the Kinsley report, especially the most prestigious, have waiting lists. Thus, there would be little or no reduction in actual membership if the cost of membership were raised.

The editorial also emphasized the feature of the Maryland preferential law that provides for a rollback in taxes for up to 10 years. First, the rollback provision is limited to only the 10-year period immediately preceding the date of sale of the land. Thus, if a club had been in existence for 30 years, it would be liable only for the immediate preceding 10 years. Second, there is no provision for interest on the unpaid taxes. Mr. Kinsley pointed out in his report that the real value of the back taxes is reduced by almost 75 per cent because of the failure of the law to require payment of interest. Finally, the rollback provision is grossly inadequate, compared to more modern methods of recapturing back taxes. The most desirable provision, if the law is not to be repealed, would be to have a set percentage of the sales price be paid, in the event the club is sold.

The editorial further stated that the only alternative to the existing use of country club property is high density development. This clearly is not necessarily the case. Most property owned by the clubs is zoned for recreational use. It would require a positive act of the local zoning authority before the permissible land use of this property is altered. Thus, even if a country club were to relocate, the green spaces could remain green.

Finally, the editorial stated that most states were too bankrupt to purchase the country club property outright for park use. Mr. Kinsley pointed out in his report that Montgomery County, Md., can build a substantial golf course that will be open to the public with the money the country clubs in that county save in one year. Moreover, the $600,000-plus that would have been received over the last four years is enough for the county to have built a modest county park.

The emotional and personal commentary in your editorial serves only to cloud the issues involved. A little thought would make evident that the already overburdened homeowner cannot justify being required to subsidize private clubs that he cannot join because of social, ethnic, religious or economic reasons.

Ralph Nader, Washington, D.C.

P.S. How about teeing off with an-Ralph Nader, Washington, D.C.

P.S. How about teeing off with another editorial that avoids earlier misunderstanding and clarifies the real issues? After all, no one is against golf!
You will never have to buy another tee plaque again because of changes in course yardages, par, handicap or hole numbers!

These new, versatile, rugged, die-cast aluminum tee plaques feature the exclusive Nelson instantly changeable number system.

SERIES 1100 CUSTOM CREST TEE PLAQUE...

The ultimate in a true custom Tee Plaque. Eliminates the high-cost penalty and expensive, delayed replacements of made-to-order castings. This solid cast Plaque measures 6" x 13" x 1/4" thick. Weighs 4 lbs. Special feature is the 5 1/2"-diameter insert with a custom reproduction of your club crest... in full club colors! It's embossed and it's all metal. The Plaque also features the fully changeable NELSON numbering system. Mounts easily and with assured security to any pipe or ball washer stand. Comes fully assembled with brackets and bolts.

SERIES 1000 ECONOMY TEE PLAQUE...

They're in stock for immediate delivery! The ideal Tee Plaque for quality-conscious course managers on a budget. A big 9-inch diameter by 1-inch thick and a hefty 5 lbs. This solid-casting Plaque mounts easily with theft-resistant security to a pipe or ball washer stand. They're good for life! Forget about future changes in course numbering. The NELSON System lets you change any number on the course without removing the Plaque from its position. Replacement numbers are always in stock. Plaques are shipped fully assembled, ready to mount. Your choice of casting color at no extra charge. Just send your scorecard for numbering information. Your order will be shipped within 5 days.

SERIES 1201 CUSTOM OR NON-CUSTOM DIE-CAST ALUMINUM TEE MARKERS...

Ideal companions to either Plaque system above. Casting is 4 3/4" diameter by 3/4" thick, weighs 3 lbs. May be ordered with embossed metal custom club crest insert (Fig. A); Hole-number inserts (Fig. B); Plain; without inserts (Fig. C); Or combination of custom inserts and numbers. Casting are finished in red, white, blue or yellow. A cast-in 4-inch fluted spike keeps markers aligned with fairway. Figures B and C, shipment within 5 days; Figure A, allow 3 to 4 weeks.

Write today for complete information.
Longer driving starts here........and here!

DON'T HANDICAP YOUR GOLF CARS.
Use Trojan Golf Car Batteries with years of proven quality — standard of the industry is the Trojan J-170.
For extra rounds of golf plus extra months of service use the Trojan J-190 — or for the finest of all, the Trojan J-217.

THE CLEAN QUIET GO FOR YOUR GOLF CARS...
GO ELECTRICALLY...GO TROJAN

TROJAN "MILEAGE MASTER" GOLF CAR BATTERIES

TROJAN BATTERY COMPANY • 9440 ANN STREET • SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

For more information circle number 212 on card